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Information theory quantifies the ultimate limits on reliable information transfer by means of the channel capacity.
However, the channel capacity is known to be an asymptotic quantity, assuming unlimited metabolic cost and compu-
tational power. We investigate a single-compartment Hodgkin-Huxley type neuronal model under the spike-rate coding
scheme and address how the metabolic cost and the decoding complexity affects the optimal information transmission.
We find that the sub-threshold stimulation regime, although attaining the smallest capacity, allows for the most efficient
balance between the information transmission and the metabolic cost. Furthermore, we determine post-synaptic firing
rate histograms that are optimal from the information-theoretic point of view, which enables the comparison of our
results with experimental data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Neuroscience, in particular the neural coding problem,
computer science and Shannon’s information theory (Shan-
non and Weaver, 1949) are historically very closely related
(Wiener, 1948; McCulloch and Pitts, 1943). In fact, the first
studies on the information transfer in neurons appeared rel-
atively shortly after Shannon published his theory (Quastler,
1953; MacKay and McCulloch, 1952). Early applications
of the information theory to neurosciences, however, failed to
provide the expected insight, mostly because of lack of un-
derstanding of the involved biological processes. Recently, as
biologically relevant biophysical models of neurons are avail-
able and as experimental data from different sensory systems
are gathered routinely, there is a marked revival of interest
in information-theoretic methods (Milenkovic et al., 2010;
Dimitrov, Lazar, and Victor, 2011).

Information processing in the nervous system depends on
the transformation of the graded membrane potential into a
train of action potentials (Perkel and Bullock, 1968; Dayan
and Abbott, 2001). The main characteristics of this trans-
formation were established by extensive experimental inves-
tigations in sensory and central neurons and neuronal models
describe them adequately (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952; Ger-
stner and Kistler, 2002; Tuckwell, 1988). The neurons ini-
tially convert the external stimulus into an internal signal, i.e.,
the membrane depolarization, This signal, a continuous one,
is then converted into the response, i.e., into the train of all-
or-none pulses (the spike train). A satisfying description of
how the information is represented in such spike trains is still
not known (Perkel and Bullock, 1968; Stein, Gossen, and
Jones, 2005). The classical approach relies on the rate coding
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scheme (Adrian, 1928), where the information is contained
in the number of action potentials in a selected time window
(Fig. 1). Any information possibly encoded in the tempo-
ral structure of the spike train (Theunissen and Miller, 1995;
Kostal, Lansky, and Rospars, 2007) is therefore ignored.

The neuronal response often varies, apparently randomly,
across identical stimulus trials (Stein, Gossen, and Jones,
2005). The stochastic nature of the response makes the prob-
lem of reliable information transmission highly non-trivial
and attractive from the information-theoretic point of view.
The classical application of information theory considers the
neuron (or a population of neurons) to act as an information
channel (Stein, 1967; de Ruyter van Steveninck and Laugh-
lin, 1996; Ikeda and Manton, 2009; Johnson, 2010; Chacron,
Lindner, and Longtin, 2007). In many cases, motivated es-
pecially by the efficient coding hypothesis (Barlow, 1961),
the goal is to provide the ultimate limits on neuronal perfor-
mance in the point-to-point communication situations (Rieke
et al., 1997; Atick, 1992; Laughlin, 1981; de Ruyter van
Steveninck and Laughlin, 1996; Kostal, Lansky, and Rospars,
2008). The communication process is described by means
of mutual information between the neuronal inputs and re-
sponses, with channel capacity providing the upper bound on
information transfer. However, in practical terms, there is a
penalty to be paid in terms of delay and complexity of the in-
formation coding and decoding procedures (Gallager, 1968).
Hence, the crucial question of information transfer efficiency
arises.

In this paper we argue that the maximal (unconstrained)
amount of information might not be the main objective: the
energetic (metabolic) expenses and information encoding-
decoding complexity (speed) should definitely be considered.
After all, it is vital for neural systems to balance the “per-
ception quality”, real-time performance and metabolic work-
load associated with the information processing. We believe
that our attempt is timely, since the problem of metabolic ef-
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Figure 1. Situation investigated in this paper. The input to the model neuron is the excitatory and inhibitory firing activity of presynaptic
neurons, representing the encoded stimulus feature. The output is the number of action potentials observed in a certain time window of
length ∆ (we assume the frequency code). The question “How much information can at best be reliably transferred by such a system?”
is answered by the concept of channel capacity within the Shannon’s information theory. Neurons, however, consume energy in order to
maintain the resting membrane potential and to generate action potentials. Generally, it holds that higher firing rates tend to consume more
energy than lower firing rates. Furthermore, information theory implies, that as the information flow approaches the ultimate Shannon limit,
the required coding and decoding operations are likely to be algorithmically very complex and difficult to implement practically. In this paper
we investigate the information-processing performance in a realistic Hodgkin-Huxley-type neuronal model with balanced input. We consider
the infomax principle together with the optimal balance between the information transfer, the incurred metabolic cost and the algorithmic
decoding complexity.

ficiency has been attracting attention in the theoretical neuro-
science community recently (Suksompong and Berger, 2010;
Sengupta, Laughlin, and Niven, 2013; Kostal, Lansky, and
McDonnell, 2013; Kostal and Lansky, 2013), see also Sen-
gupta and Stemmler (2014) and references therein. Addition-
ally, the practically important problem of coding complexity
(Zhong, Alajaji, and Campbell, 2006; Huang, Meyn, and
Medard, 2006; Polyanskiy, Poor, and Verdu, 2010) has not
been, to the best of our knowledge, addressed in the computa-
tional neuroscience literature so far.

2. METHODS

2.1. Neuronal model and metabolic cost

We consider a single-compartment neuron model driven by
a synaptic current Isyn (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952; Benda
and Herz, 2003),

Cm
dV
dt

= −gL (V − EL ) − INa − IKd + Isyn, (1)

where Cm = 1 µF/cm2 is the membrane capacitance, V is the
membrane depolarization, gL = 0.1 mS/cm2 is the leak con-
ductance, EL = −67 mV is the reversal potential of the leak
current, and INa, IKd are the sodium, delayed rectifier potas-
sium current, respectively.

The sodium current INa is given by

INa = gNam3h(V − ENa), (2)
dm
dt

= αm (V )(1 − m) − βm (V )m,

αm (V ) =
−0.32(V + 54)

exp[−(V + 54)/4] − 1
,

βm (V ) =
0.28(V + 27)

exp[(V + 27)/5] − 1
,

dh
dt

= αh (V )(1 − h) − βh (V )h,

αh (V ) = 0.128e−(V+50)/18,

βh (V ) =
4

1 + exp[−(V + 27)/5]
,

where gNa = 100 mS/cm2, ENa = 50 mV.
The delayed rectifier potassium current IKd is given by

IKd = gKdn4(V − EK), (3)
dn
dt

= αn (V )(1 − n) − βn (V )n,

αn (V ) =
−0.032(V + 52)

exp[−(V + 52)/5] − 1
,

βn (V ) = 0.5e−(V+57)/40,

where gKd = 80 mS/cm2 and EK = −100 mV.
The point-conductance model proposed by Destexhe et al.

(2001) was used to simulate realistic synaptic input. The
synaptic input Isyn is given by

Isyn(t) = ge (t)(Ee − V ) + gi (t)(Ei − V ), (4)
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where ge(i) and Ee(i) are the excitatory (inhibitory) synaptic
conductances and reversal potentials, respectively. The synap-
tic conductances are described by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process (Tuckwell, 1988; Kobayashi, Shinomoto, and Lan-
sky, 2011),

dge (t)
dt

= −
ge (t) − µe

τe
+ σeηe (t), (5)

dgi (t)
dt

= −
gi (t) − µi

τi
+ σiηi (t), (6)

where τe(i) is the time constant of the excitatory (inhibitory)
synaptic conductance, and ηe(i) (t) are mutually independent
Gaussian white noises with zero means and unit variances.
The asymptotic mean and variance of the synaptic conduc-
tances are µe(i) and σ2

e(i)τe(i)/2, respectively. The standard
deviations of the synaptic conductances are assumed to be
proportional to the corresponding mean (Miura et al., 2007),
i.e., σe = µe/2 and σi = µi/4. The parameters are Ee =

0 mV, Ei = −70 mV, τe = 2.7 ms, and τi = 10.5 ms.
The stimulus intensity, x, is given by the mean excitatory

synaptic conductance µe during the time window of length
∆. The mean inhibitory conductance is varied proportionally,
µi ∝ µe , in accordance with the balanced excitation and in-
hibition (Shadlen and Newsome, 1998; Miura et al., 2007;
Sengupta, Laughlin, and Niven, 2013). We define the effec-
tive reversal potential Vr , at which the mean synaptic current
equals to zero,

〈Isyn〉 = µe (Vr − Ee ) + µi (Vr − Ei ) = 0. (7)

The neuron model was simulated by using Euler-Maruyama
integration scheme with a time step of 0.025 ms. Because the
time step is much shorter than all intrinsic time constants of
the model, a first-order method is sufficient. The time window
∆ determines the stimulus time scale. For the purpose of this
paper we set ∆ = 0.5 s so that the effect of past stimulation
(before ∆) can be neglected.

The response of the neuron, y, is the number of spikes ob-
served in ∆, the corresponding firing rate is given as y/∆.
It should be noted that the response y is stochastic and de-
scribed by the random variable Y , because the synaptic con-
ductances are described by the stochastic differential equation
(Eqs. 5, 6).

The metabolic cost w of neuronal activity is the sum of
i) cost to maintain resting potential and ii) cost of generat-
ing spikes. We follow Attwell and Laughlin (2001) and define
the metabolic cost as the number of ATP molecules consumed
in ∆,

w = β∆ + κy, (8)

where κ = 0.71 · 109 ATP molecules is the cost of a single
spike and β = 0.342 · 109 ATP molecules per second to main-
tain the neuronal resting potential. The model in Eq. (8) there-
fore assumes that the cost of each spike is constant, indepen-
dent of the evoked firing rate. The approximate linearity of the
metabolic cost w in the response firing rate y is supported by
both experimental (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001) and theoreti-
cal studies (Balasubramanian and Berry, 2002). However, the

linearity is in no way essential for the methodology employed
in this paper, and more detailed cost models (once available)
can be readily implemented.

2.2. Information transmission and decoding

In order to analyze the information-transmission capabili-
ties of the neuronal model described in the previous section,
the conditional probability density function f (y |x) (Gallager,
1968) of the response Y = y given some particular input x
must be known. It is impossible to obtain a closed-form solu-
tion for f (y |x) based on the Eqs. (1)–(7), therefore extensive
computer simulations were used to obtain the numerical ap-
proximation to f (y |x).

Assume that the individual stimulus intensities occur with
different relative frequencies, i.e., the stimulus ensemble is de-
scribed by the (continuous) random variable X with probabil-
ity density function p(x). The average metabolic cost induced
by such X ∼ p(x) is given as

Wp =

∫
w(x)p(x) dx, (9)

where w(x) is the expected metabolic cost associated with the
stimulus value X = x. Due to Eq. (8) we have

w(x) =

∫
(β∆ + κy) f (y |x) dy. (10)

We consider the neuron to act as the information channel, in
accordance with theoretical neuroscience literature (Johnson,
2010; Suksompong and Berger, 2010; Ikeda and Manton,
2009; Stein, 1967; de Ruyter van Steveninck and Laugh-
lin, 1996; Kostal, Lansky, and McDonnell, 2013). That is,
we assume that the task of the neuron is to transmit informa-
tion about external stimulus to its post-synaptic neurons. The
general methodology for determining the information capac-
ity and the capacity-cost function in neuronal models, includ-
ing the description of numerical algorithms, has been recently
covered in Kostal, Lansky, and McDonnell (2013); Kostal and
Lansky (2013). Hence, we briefly repeat the key equations for
these two quantities without going into details.

The capacity C gives the maximal rate in bits at which
information can be communicated reliably, with arbitrarily
small error of encoding, through an unreliable channel,

C = max
p(x)

I (X ;Y ), (11)

where

I (X ;Y ) =

∫∫
p(x) f (y |x) log2

f (y |x)∫
f (y | x̃)p( x̃) dx̃

dy dx,

(12)
is the mutual information between stimuli and responses. The
capacity-cost function, C(W ), gives the (constrained) max-
imum mutual information such that the metabolic cost Wp

given by Eq. (9) does not exceed some selected value W , i.e.,

C(W ) = max
p(x):Wp≤W

I (X ;Y ). (13)
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Finally, we define the information-metabolic efficiency E, also
known as the capacity per unit cost (Verdu, 1990; Kostal,
Lansky, and McDonnell, 2013), that is the optimal balance
between information and cost

E = max
W

C(W )
W

. (14)

Equivalently, one can describe 1/E as the minimum cost of
one bit of information achievable by the system. We define the
optimal cost W ∗ as the value which achieves the maximum in
Eq. (14),

W ∗ = arg max
W

C(W )
W

. (15)

Besides the information-cost balance described above, an-
other key factor for practical feasibility of information trans-
fer is the algorithmic decoder complexity (Gallager, 1968;
Polyanskiy, Poor, and Verdu, 2010), e.g., how computation-
ally “hard” it is to read-out the information. The decoding
procedure aims to estimate the correct input signal from the
observed response. The capacity and capacity-cost function
assume that infinite computing power is available at the de-
coder (McEliece, 2002), and from this point of view both
these quantities are asymptotic. The methodology to explicitly
involve the decoding complexity, and hence to consider the
non-asymptotic regime of information transmission, is pro-
vided by the Gallager’s maximum likelihood (ML) decoding
bound (Gallager, 1968), which we summarize below.

In order to transmit information as reliably as possible
through unreliable channel, the procedure known as channel
coding is essential. The idea is to process a sequence (vec-
tor) of stimuli values, x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN }, rather than just a
single value, in order to reduce the effect of noise on the infor-
mation transmission. Assume that M such distinct sequences,{
x(i) }M

i=1, each of length N , are used as input signals. The
rate R of information transmission in bits per second is then
defined as (Gallager, 1968)

R =
log2 M

N∆
. (16)

The Shannon’s channel coding theorem guarantees that for all
rates below the channel capacity, R < C, the probability of
decoding error (i.e., the probability that the decoder fails to
identify the correct input sequence) can be made arbitrarily
small. The ML decoder chooses x(dec) such that

f (y|x(dec)) ≥ f (y|x(i)), i = 1, . . . ,M (17)

where y = {y1, . . . , yN } is the observed response vector and
f (y|x) =

∏N
i=1 f (yi |xi ). Note that the ML decoding corre-

sponds to the minimum-error decoding if the sequences are
equiprobable and hence Eq. (17) is often denoted as the opti-
mal decoding rule (Gallager, 1968). The decoding error oc-
curs when x(dec) , x(in) , where x(in) is the true input signal.
The Gallager’s bound guarantees that for some selected infor-
mation rate R < C and a sequence length N , there exists a
set of M inputs such that the average probability of decoding
error does not exceed Pe , defined as

Pe = exp[−N Er (R)]. (18)

The function Er (R) is known as the error exponent, which is
positive for R < C, and is given by

Er (R) = max
0≤%≤1

[max
p(x)

E0(%,p) − %R], (19)

E0(%,p) = − ln
∫ [∫

f (y |x)1/(1+%) p(x) dx
]1+%

dy. (20)

The maximization in Eq. (19) can be also constrained by
the selected metabolic cost W , so that only p(x) such that
Wp ≤ W are considered. Such a constraint does not restrict
individual N-sequences though, which would require a more
complicated optimization beyond the scope of this effort (Gal-
lager, 1968). In this paper we fix the value of Pe and look
for the desired sequence length N∗, obtained by manipulating
Eq. (18) as

N∗ =

⌈
−

ln Pe

Er (R)

⌉
. (21)

The decoding complexity of the ML decoder grows exponen-
tially with N (Caire, Shamai, and Verdu, 2004; Gallager,
1968). We therefore define, in analogy with the information-
cost efficiency in Eq. (14), the information-cost-complexity ef-
ficiency as

Γ= max
W

R<C (W )

R
W exp N∗

. (22)

In other words, the goal is to maximize the information rate R,
minimize the cost W and minimize the decoding complexity
exp N∗.

The solution to Eq. (19) is usually not available in a closed
form, similarly to the mutual information maximization in
Eq. (11). However, since the determination of Er (R) is con-
vex in p(x), we use the cutting-plane linear programming
algorithm described in Huang, Meyn, and Medard (2006);
Kostal and Lansky (2013).

3. RESULTS

Three stimulation regimes are distinguished based on the
value of Vr in Eq. (7):

• the sub-threshold regime, Vr = −70 mV,

• the critical regime, Vr = −60 mV,

• the supra-threshold regime, Vr = −50 mV.

The stimulus intensity, x = µe , in these three cases takes val-
ues in the range from 0.01 to 0.3 mS/cm2.

Fig. 2 visualizes the stimulus-response behavior of the
investigated neuronal model together with the summary of
our main results. Fig. 2a shows the rate-intensity function,
µ(x) =

∫
y f (y |x) dy, in the sub-threshold case together with

the standard deviation of the response firing rate across tri-
als. The color indicates the probability f (y |x) that a par-
ticular firing rate is observed for given stimulus intensity.
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Figure 2. Information-optimality conditions in the Hodgkin-Huxley neuronal model with point-conductance balanced input. (a) Stimulus-
response relationship of the investigated neuronal model in the sub-threshold stimulation regime. The color indicates the probability density of
observing particular firing rate given the stimulus intensity (excitatory conductance). The rate-intensity function (solid white line) accompanied
by the response standard deviation (dashed) are indicated for convenience. (b) The capacity-cost function C(W ) (solid) determines the
maximum information in bits per second that can be transfered by the neuron if the metabolic cost does not exceed W ATP molecules per
second. The maximum of C(W ), disregarding the cost, is the traditional channel capacity C (horizontal dashed). The maximal information
transfer per metabolic cost occurs at W ∗ (vertical dashed), see Fig. 3. The color indicates the value of the ratio R/(W exp N∗) in Eq. (22) for
the average probability of decoding error Pe = 10−10, describing the balance between information, cost and algorithmic complexity under
the optimal maximum likelihood decoding rule. Higher values mean better performance, the maximum (Γ) is indicated by white dotted lines.
(c, d) Results for the critical stimulation regime. (e, f) Results for the supra-threshold stimulation regime.
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Figure 3. Information per metabolic cost ratio, C(W )/W . All three
investigated cases (sub-, critical and supra-threshold) are shown. It
follows that the sub-threshold regime (solid) greatly outperforms (in
bits per ATP consumption) the other two: the value of E (maxi-
mum of C(W )/W ) is larger and the required metabolic cost smaller.
The efficiency of the critical (dashed) and supra-threshold (dashed-
dotted) regimes is comparable, however, the required metabolic cost
is larger in the supra-threshold case.

The capacity-cost function C(W ) is shown in Fig. 2b (solid
line). The channel capacity is the maximum of C(W ) as the
metabolic cost is allowed to grow without bounds. In this
case C � 1.6 bit/s. The optimal metabolic cost, in Eq. (15) is
W ∗ = 5.4× 109 ATP molecules per second, which is indicated
by the vertical dashed line. The efficiency itself equals E �
0.24 bit per 109 ATP molecules. The color indicates the value
of the information-cost-complexity ratio, R/(W exp N∗), for
all rates below C(W ) and the average probability of decod-
ing error not exceeding Pe = 10−10. The point of maxi-
mal efficiency defined by Eq. (22) is marked by white dot-
ted lines and Γ � 6 × 10−10 bit per 109 ATP molecules per
arithmetic operation. Similarly, the stimulus-response prop-
erties and information-optimality results for the critical case
are shown in Fig. 2c, d and for the supra-threshold case in
Fig. 2e, f. Overall, the values of the actual information rates in
the metabolically efficient regime are about 80 % of the chan-
nel capacity; with the decoding complexity included the rates
drop below 20 % of C. The values of C,E and Γ for each
stimulation regime are summarized in Table 1.

In order to gain more insight into the information-metabolic
cost trade-off we show the ratio C(W )/W in dependence on W
for each stimulation regime in Fig. 3. Note that the maximum
of C(W )/W corresponds to the efficient point E as defined in
Eq. (14).

Based on Figs. 2, 3 and Table 1 we see, that the sub-
threshold regime attains the smallest capacity value, while
the supra-threshold has the largest. However, from the point
of view of information-cost efficiency E, the sub-threshold
regime is the most efficient one. The efficiency is approxi-
mately the same for the critical and supra-threshold regimes,

note though that the optimal cost is largest in the supra-
threshold case. The metabolic efficiency is explained by the
relatively low response firing rate of the sub-threshold neuron,
which is nonetheless accompanied by a significant amount of
response variability. In order to achieve reliable information
transmission in such a case, more complex coding operations
are required. In fact, the information-cost-complexity effi-
ciency Γ shows that the coding complexity has an important
effect on the optimality conditions. Similarly to the case of
capacity, the performance (value of Γ) decreases with decreas-
ing Vr . However, unlike the capacity case, the gap between the
sub-threshold and critical regimes is substantial, amounting to
five orders of magnitude. Also note that the required sequence
length N∗ grows very rapidly as the rate R increases (Gal-
lager, 1968). Consequentially, the ratio R/(W exp N∗) decays
to zero quickly with increasing rates, as seen in Fig. 2b, d, f.

The information-optimality results presented so far do not
include quantities that can be directly observed in experi-
ments. However, we can calculate the optimal post-synaptic
firing rate distributions f ∗ (y),

f ∗ (y) =

∫
f (y |x)p∗ (x) dx, (23)

which can be easily compared against experimental data. The
input distributions p∗ (x) that maximize the investigated quan-
tities C, E, and Γ (Eqs. 11, 14 and 22) are typically dis-
crete with finite points of support (Smith, 1971; Abou-Faycal,
Trott, and Shamai, 2001; Ikeda and Manton, 2009; Kostal,
Lansky, and McDonnell, 2013).

The respective shapes of f ∗ are shown in Fig. 4, to-
gether with the matching stimulus distributions p∗ (x). Each
column represents the stimulation regime, sub-threshold in
Fig. 4a, d, g, critical in Fig. 4b, e, h, supra-threshold in
Fig. 4c, f, i. The first row (a–c) results from the capacity-
achieving (C) input distributions (the infomax principle), the
second row (d–f) represent the information-cost efficiency (E)
achieving point. Finally, the third row (g–i) results from the
optimal balance between information tansmission, metabolic
cost and coding complexity (Γ). Overall, the C-distributions
are spread across the whole range of firing rates with modes
at small firing rates where the relative response variability
tends to be small (Fig. 2). The E-distributions are right
skewed and unimodal with a strong suppression of high fir-
ing rates as a consequence of the metabolic cost constraint.
The Γ-distribution for the supra-threshold case (Fig. 4i) is
highly multimodal, while the sub-threshold case (g) shows
little difference with respect to the C-distribution (a). The
reason for multimodality follows from the fact that the Γ-
achieving p∗ (x) tend to be more sparse, with less discrete
stimuli intensities allowed. Such sparse p∗ (x) generate chan-
nel codes which are potentially easier to decode (Gallager,
1968; Huang, Meyn, and Medard, 2006). It is important to
note that such codes may optimally communicate information
at much lower rates than would follow from the mutual infor-
mation calculation for such X ∼ p∗ (x), i.e., it typically holds
R < I (X ;Y ).
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Table 1. Numerical values of the maximal (optimal) information quantities for the three stimulation regimes. The information capacity C
(Eq. 11) gives the maximum rate for reliable information transfer. The information-cost efficiency E (Eq. 14) similarly describes the maximum
rate per unit metabolic cost. The information-cost-complexity efficiency Γ (Eq. 22) extends these concepts further by including the algorithmic
complexity of the decoding procedure into the balance.

Model Capacity (C) Information-cost eff. (E) Information-cost-complexity eff. (Γ)
[bit/s] [bit/(109 ATP molecs)] [bit/(109 ATP molecs)/operation]

Sub-threshold 1.59 0.24 6 × 10−10

Critical 3.71 0.14 1.2 × 10−5

Supra-threshold 5.29 0.14 1.1 × 10−4

4. DISCUSSION

It is tempting from the efficient coding hypothesis point of
view (Barlow, 1961) to identify the capacity with the opti-
mal point of neuronal performance, e.g., the infomax hypoth-
esis (Linsker, 1988), and the capacity-achieving input distri-
bution with the matching stimulus statistics. Continuous input
distributions, resulting either from the deterministic approach
(Laughlin, 1981; Kostal, Lansky, and Rospars, 2008), from
the classical Gaussian channel application (de Ruyter van
Steveninck and Laughlin, 1996) or from the low-noise ap-
proximation (Nadal and Parga, 1994; McDonnell and Stocks,
2008), potentially resemble the natural stimuli distributions.
On the other hand, interpreting the exactly optimal discrete
input distributions (Ikeda and Manton, 2009; Kostal, Lan-
sky, and McDonnell, 2013) as the natural stimulation statis-
tics might lead to difficulties. The mutual information, ca-
pacity and the optimizing input distribution have precise in-
terpretation under specific assumptions within the framework
of Shannon’s theory (Gallager, 1968). We show, by adhering
to the standard information-theoretic interpretation, that the
capacity-achieving input distributions should not be confused
with optimal stimulus statistics.

The information theory puts great emphasis on the process
of source and channel coding, and on the probabilistic de-
scription of both the information source and the channel (Gal-
lager, 1968). The notion of “coding” is employed in a different
sense from the notion of coding in neuroscience community.
The “neuronal coding” usually describes the way information
is represented in the neuronal signal, e.g., should the estima-
tor, depend on the firing rate or on the precise temporal se-
quence of spikes (Kostal, Lansky, and Rospars, 2007; Perkel
and Bullock, 1968; Kobayashi et al., 2013; Theunissen and
Miller, 1995)? On the other hand, the source coding is con-
cerned with the most efficient representation of the source in
some convenient alphabet, typically binary in engineering ap-
plications, which in turn “measures” the information content
of the source in bits. The representation can be either exact,
unique for each possible stimulus intensity, or with a fidelity
criterion which assigns the same representation to different
stimuli (denoted as lossy compression in engineering). Typi-
cally, continuous-valued stimuli cannot be represented by a fi-
nite amount of bits and the lossy compression scheme must be
used. The channel coding then prepares the source-encoded

information to be sent across the channel in such a way as
to minimize the impact of channel noise. After the channel
output is received, the channel input is estimated in the pro-
cess known as channel decoding. The whole process is sep-
arated into two stages, i) the source and ii) the channel cod-
ing/decoding. This so called separation assumption is one
of the key requirements for interpreting the notions of chan-
nel capacity and the optimal input distribution meaningfully,
see, e.g. Gallager (1968, p.116) or Zhong, Alajaji, and Camp-
bell (2006); Rimoldi (2002) for details. If we interpret the
capacity calculated in this paper in its operational meaning,
as the upper bound on reliable information transfer, we in-
evitably conclude, that the optimizing input density does not
correspond to the optimal natural stimulation statistics, but to
the optimal selection of the channel inputs employed for the
channel coding procedure.

At this moment we did not consider the biological imple-
mentation of the coding procedures; whether and how the
maximum likelihood decoder might be implemented by neu-
rons and their networks (Deneve, Latham, and Pouget, 1999).
We consider the input to our model neuron to be already pro-
cessed (properly encoded) for the information transfer by the
presynaptic neurons, while the response of the neuron is de-
coded by other neurons. Hence, we employ in this paper two
classes of constraints. First, the metabolic cost constraint di-
rectly affects the studied neuron, since different firing rates
consume different amounts of ATP molecules. Second, the
decoding aspect (complexity) is delegated to other neurons,
and possibly their networks, whose spiking activity is not part
of our calculations and whose task is to read out the encoded
message.

5. CONCLUSIONS

By employing the standard approaches of information
theory (Gallager, 1968) we calculated numerically the
information-transmission capabilities of the Hodgkin-Huxley
type of neuronal model. We determined both the ultimate
asymptotic limits on information transmission (capacity and
information-cost efficiency) and the non-asymptotic optimal-
ity conditions, by introducing the metabolic cost and the com-
plexity of decoding operations.

We found that the sub-threshold stimulation regime offers
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Figure 4. The post-synaptic firing rate histograms and the corresponding input distributions under different information-optimality conditions.
(a, b, c) The capacity (C) achieving firing rate distribution for the sub-threshold (a), critical (b) and supra-threshold (c) regimes. (d, e, f)
The firing rate distributions under the optimal balance between the information transfer and the associated metabolic cost [achieving the
efficiency point E in Eq. (14)]. In all three stimulation regimes [sub-threshold (d), critical (e) and supra-threshold (f)] the shape is unimodal
and right skewed. (g, h, i) Distributions resulting from the optimal balance between information rate, metabolic cost and coding complexity
[achieving the efficiency point Γ in Eq. (22)], for the corresponding stimulation regimes. Note in particular the expressed multimodality in the
supra-threshold case (i), a consequence of the sparseness of the Γ-achieving input distribution.

the best asymptotic compromise between information trans-
fer and energy consumption. The predicted post-synaptic fir-
ing rate distributions are sufficiently distinguishable under the
investigated optimality conditions (infomax, energy-balance
and decoding complexity balance), and offer the potential for
future comparison with experimental data. Once the decoding
cost is taken into account, the sparseness of the optimal input
distributions result into highly multimodal response firing rate
distributions.
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